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Abstract
The purpose of the study was to identify the relationships between segmental angular momentum and ball velocity between the following events: ball toss, maximal elbow flexion (MEF), racket lowest point (RLP), maximal shoulder external rotation (MER), and ball impact (BI). Ten tennis players performed serves recorded with a real-time motion capture. Mean angular momentums of the trunk, upper arm, forearm, and the hand-racket were calculated. The anteroposterior axis angular momentum of the trunk was significantly related with ball velocity during the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI phases. The strongest relationships between the transverse-axis angular momentums and ball velocity followed a proximal-to-distal timing sequence that allows the transfer of angular momentum from the trunk (MEF–RLP and RLP–MER phases) to the upper arm (RLP–MER phase), forearm (RLP–MER and MER–BI phases), and the hand-racket (MER–BI phase). Since sequence is crucial for ball velocity, players should increase angular momentums of the trunk during MEF–MER, upper arm during RLP–MER, forearm during RLP–BI, and the hand-racket during MER–BI.
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Introduction
In the professional male game, the serve has been reported to be the most important stroke (Johnson et al., 2006). For professional players, the ability to produce high ball velocity seems to be the key element of successful play, because it puts the opponent under stress and may hinder its return. In tennis, the serve is a sequence of motions referred to as a ‘kinetic chain’ (Elliott et al., 2003) that begins with the lower limb action and is followed by rotations of the trunk and the upper limb. Consequently, joint and segmental rotation contributions to racket velocity in the serve were of great interest in the literature (Van Gheluwe & Hebbelinck, 1985; Sprigings et al., 1994; Elliott et al., 1995; Gordon & Dapena, 2006; Tanabe & Ito, 2007). The proficiency of these rotations through the kinetic chain involves a transfer of linear and angular momentum (Groppel, 1992) from the legs to the trunk and then to the arm and the racket (Bahamonde, 2000). Although the concept of angular momentum transfer is frequently reported to be critical in producing explosive serves...
(Groppel, 1992; Elliott, 2003, 2006; Girard et al., 2005, 2007; Knudson, 2007; Reid et al., 2008; Chow et al., 2009), few studies have studied angular momentum during the tennis serve (Bahamonde, 2000; Gordon & Dapena, 2004; Martin et al., 2012).

While Bahamonde (2000) described, quantified, and explained the evolution of angular momentum during the tennis serve about the three orthogonal axes (transverse, anteroposterior, and longitudinal) in five collegiate tennis players, no follow-up study has been reported relating ball velocity to changes in the angular momentum. The serve is often divided into meaningful phases between key elements in facilitating its analysis (Bahamonde, 2000; Reid et al., 2007, 2008): ball toss (BT), instant of maximal elbow flexion (MEF) of the racket-arm, instant when the racket head reaches its lowest point (racket lowest point, RLP), instant of maximal external rotation (MER) of the racket-arm shoulder, and impact. There is, however, a lack of knowledge about the importance of these temporal phases in relation to angular momentum and ball velocity.

The purposes of this study were: (1) to identify the relationships between segmental angular momentums and ball velocity in professional players; (2) to identify the key temporal phases during which these relationships were particularly strong. Understanding these relationships may provide tennis practitioners with instructional and training guidelines for improving their serve performance.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Ten professional tennis players (age \( \bar{x} = 25.1 \pm 5.0 \) years; height \( \bar{x} = 1.87 \pm 0.06 \) m; mass \( \bar{x} = 79.4 \pm 7.4 \) kg) have voluntarily participated in this study. The players had a singles (17th, 88th, 118th, 147th, 287th, 522nd, and 921st) or doubles ATP ranking (35th, 48th, and 210th). Prior to participation, the participants underwent a medical examination and were fully informed of the experimental procedures. Written consent was obtained from each player. The study respected all local laws for studies involving human subjects and was approved by the Ethics Board of the University of Rennes 2.

**Experimental protocol**

Participants were given as much time as needed to familiarize themselves with the testing environment and the attached markers. After a 10-min warm-up, each player was invited to perform successful ‘flat’ serves from the right service court to a 1.50 \( \times \) 1.50 m target area bordering the T of the ‘deuce’ service box (Figure 1). A 30-s rest period was allowed between trials. Five trials were collected for each player following the recommendation of Mullineaux et al. (2001) to derive accurate and represent movement kinematics and kinetics.

**In situ motion capture**

The experiment took place in an indoor tennis court during ‘Open de Moselle’ ATP professional tournament held in Metz, France. Players were equipped with 38 retroreflective markers placed on select anatomical landmarks (Figure 2). Five additional landmarks were positioned on the racket. Participants used their own racket during motion capture. A 12-camera (four megapixels; 300 Hz) Vicon MX-40 motion capture system (Oxford Metrics, Inc., Oxford, UK) was used to record the three-dimensional marker trajectories (Figure 1). The recorded trajectories were then used to reconstruct the motion of
each player expressed in a right-handed inertial reference frame the origin of which is located at the centre of the baseline. The $x$-axis was parallel to the baseline with the $y$-axis pointing forward and $z$-axis being vertically upward (Figure 1).

Post-impact ball velocity

Post-impact ball velocity was measured using a radar gun (Stalker Professional Sports Radar, Plano, TX, USA; accuracy $\pm 1$ mph; frequency $34.7$ GHz; target acquisition time $0.01$ s) fixed on a $2.5$ m height tripod located at $2$ m behind the players with the axis aligned in the direction of the serve.

Phases of the serve

The serve was divided into four meaningful phases between the five following events: BT, instant of MEF of the racket arm, instant when the racket reached its RLP, instant of MER of the racket-arm shoulder, and ball impact (BI). BT and BI were determined by direct observation of the recorded data and the times of the other events were calculated from kinematic data (Figure 3).

Angular momentum

To evaluate the relationships between segmental angular momentum and ball velocity, mean angular momentums of the trunk and the dominant upper limb segments (upper arm, forearm, and hand-racket) about the transverse axis ($x$-axis of the inertial reference frame parallel to the baseline; also called the somersault axis by tennis coaches) and the anteroposterior axis ($y$-axis of the inertial reference frame normal to the baseline and pointing towards the net; shoulder-over-shoulder axis) (Figure 1): only the segmental angular momentums about these two axes were used because the longitudinal angular
Figure 2. The markers position.
momentums have been reported to be the smallest among the components and also highly variable among the players (Bahamonde, 2000). It was assumed that the hand and the racket rotated together as a perfectly rigid segment (Gordon & Dapena, 2006).

The angular momentum of a segment \( i \) was calculated using the following equation:

\[
L_i = m_i (r_i \times v_i + I_i \omega_i),
\]

where \( L_i \) is the angular momentum of the segment, \( r_i \) is the relative position of the centre of mass of the segment to the centre of mass of the body, \( m_i \) is the mass of segment, \( v_i \) is the relative velocity of the centre of mass of segment to the centre of mass of the body, \( I_i \) is the inertia tensor of segment, and \( \omega_i \) is the angular velocity of the segment. The transverse and the anteroposterior components of the angular momentum were used in the analysis. The segmental angular momentum values presented in this study are the mean values of the individual phases of the serve.

Anthropometrical parameters were taken from De Leva (1996) and all parameters and variables were calculated by a custom-made programme written in Matlab 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Moment of inertia of the racket about its transverse axis was computed using the parallel axis theorem and published racket swing weight data (USRSA, 2010). Racket moment of inertia about the long axis was calculated as recommended by Brody (1985)

\[
\text{moment of inertia (kg\cdot m}^2) = \frac{\text{mass} \times \text{head width}}{17.75}.
\]

Racket moment of inertia about its normal axis was the sum of the racket’s other two principal moments of inertia (transverse and long; Brody, 1985; Table I; Figure 4).

**Statistical analyses**

\( M \) and \( SDs \) (five trials for each player) were calculated for all variables. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (\( \alpha = 0.05 \)) were used to assess the relationships between segmental angular momentums and ball velocity (SigmaStat 3.1, Jandel Corporation, San Rafael, CA, USA). Only the highest significant relationships between segmental angular momentums and ball velocity (i.e. \( r > 0.70 \) and \( p < 0.001 \)) were considered to be meaningful and were discussed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Players</th>
<th>( m ) (kg)</th>
<th>( I_T ) (kg\cdot m^2)</th>
<th>( I_A ) (kg\cdot m^2)</th>
<th>( I_L ) (kg\cdot m^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
<td>0.00135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>0.00135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>0.00135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
<td>0.00120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0181</td>
<td>0.00140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 and 7</td>
<td>0.340</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td>0.0173</td>
<td>0.00133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8, 9, and 10</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.0138</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
<td>0.00135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \( m \), mass of the racket; \( I_T \), moment of inertia of the racket about an axis passing through the centre of mass of the racket in the plane of the racket face (transverse); \( I_A \), moment of inertia of the racket about an axis passing through the centre of mass of the racket perpendicular to the racket face (anteroposterior); \( I_L \), moment of inertia of the racket about an axis passing through the centre of mass of the racket along the length of the racket (longitudinal).
Results

Segmental angular momentums about the transverse axis

Significant correlations ($p < 0.05$) existed between mean transverse axis trunk angular momentum values and ball velocity for the following serve phases: MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI (Table II). The upper arm revealed significant correlations between the angular momentum and ball velocity during the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI phases, whereas the forearm did in all phases. The hand-racket segment also showed significant correlations in all but the MEF–RLP phase (Table II). Strong correlations between the transverse axis segmental angular momentums and ball velocity ($r > 0.70$ and $p < 0.001$) were observed in the MEF–RLP and RLP–MER phases for the trunk, in the RLP–MER phase for the upper arm, in the RLP–MER and MER–BI phases for the forearm, and in the MER–BI phase for the hand-racket (Table II).

Segmental angular momentums about the anteroposterior axis

The trunk segment was characterized by significant correlations between the anteroposterior axis angular momentum and ball velocity for the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER and MER–BI phases. The upper arm also revealed significant correlations for the RLP–MER and MER–BI phases. No significant correlation was observed in the forearm angular momentum. The hand-racket segment showed significant correlation for the LB–MEF phase.
### Table II. Mean transverse axis segmental angular momentums of the serve phases and their correlations with ball velocity ($n = 0$ in kg·m$^2$/s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BT–MEF</th>
<th>MEF–RLP</th>
<th>RLP–MER</th>
<th>MER–BI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M \pm SD$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$M \pm SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>-5.7 ± 3.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper arm</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.601</td>
<td>-2.4 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>-0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-1.9 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-racket</td>
<td>-0.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.3 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Positive values indicate counterclockwise (forward) angular momentum and negative values clockwise (backward) angular momentum viewed with the positive transverse axis pointing towards the observer. BT, ball toss; MEF, instant of maximal elbow flexion; RLP, instant when the racket reached its lowest point; MER, instant of maximal external rotation of the shoulder; BI, ball impact. * The highest significant relationships between segmental angular momentums and ball velocity (i.e. $r > 0.70$ and $p < 0.001$).
Strong correlations \((r > 0.70\) and \(p < 0.001\)) between the anteroposterior axis segmental angular momentums and ball velocity were observed in the RLP–MER and MER–BI phases for the trunk.

**Discussion and implications**

The results of this study indicate that from MEF to BI, the players with the highest values of upper body segmental angular momentums about the transverse axis are those with the highest ball velocity. As a consequence, it seems that the ability of a player to produce high upper body segmental angular momentum values about the transverse axis during the serve increases ball velocity. To provide a more accurate analysis of this global result, it is necessary to consider individual relationships between segmental angular momentums and ball velocity during the different phases of the serve.

**Relationships between angular momentum of the trunk and ball velocity**

The most important findings of this study were the significant correlations between mean trunk angular momentum values and ball velocity about the transverse axis (Table II) and about the anteroposterior axis (Table III) during the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI phases. Although it has been reported that the transverse rotation of the trunk produces a moderate contribution to the impact velocity of the racket (between 7.4% and 9.7%) by producing a mean velocity of 2.0–3.0 m/s for the shoulder (Van Gheluwe & Hebbelinck, 1985; Sprigings et al., 1994; Elliott et al., 1995), our results underline the obvious positive relation between trunk rotation and ball velocity in overhead movements. In baseball for instance, trunk forward tilt angle and angular velocity at the instant of ball release are of higher magnitude for higher velocity throwers (Matsuo et al., 2001).

Different arguments could explain the importance of forward angular momentum of the trunk. Indeed, since the shoulder is basically the endpoint of the trunk, trunk rotation influences the forward movement of the shoulder in a positive way, thereby increasing the speed of the racket from the instant of MEF. In addition, in overhead movements, the important contribution of the trunk to ball velocity has been emphasized since its acceleration has been associated with an explosive contraction of the internal rotators of an abducted shoulder (Pappas et al., 1985; Winge et al., 1989). This association between the trunk and the dominant shoulder seems crucial for increasing ball velocity since it has been shown that the shoulder internal rotation produces the greatest contribution to racket velocity (Sprigings et al., 1994; Elliott et al., 1995; Gordon & Dapena, 2006). Moreover, it is important to consider the trunk as a major link in the kinetic chain for the transfer of angular momentum from the legs to the upper limb (Bahamonde, 2000; Chow et al., 2009). Indeed, a segmental rotation may contribute marginally to the velocity of the racket at impact, but it may cause an essential indirect benefit by storing and then transferring angular momentum to the more distal links. As a consequence, coaches should encourage players to produce forward trunk angular momentum values as high as possible between MEF and MER to create favourable conditions for high ball velocity.

For the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI phases, there were significant correlations between the trunk angular momentum values and ball velocity about the anteroposterior axis (Table III). In other words, the more the players produce negative trunk angular momentum about the anteroposterior axis between MEF and BI, the higher the ball velocity will be. These strong relationships confirm the results of Bahamonde (2000) suggesting that the rotation of the trunk about the anteroposterior axis differentiates players with the highest ball...
Table III. Mean anteroposterior axis segmental angular momentums of the serve phases and their correlations with ball velocity ($n = 10$ in kg·m$^2$/s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BT–MEF</th>
<th>MEF–RLP</th>
<th>RLP–MER</th>
<th>MER–BI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M \pm SD$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$M \pm SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk</td>
<td>-0.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-1.4 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper arm</td>
<td>-0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-racket</td>
<td>-0.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Positive values indicate counterclockwise angular momentum and negative values clockwise angular momentum viewed with the positive anteroposterior axis pointing towards the observer. BT, ball toss; MEF, instant of maximal elbow flexion; RLP, instant when the racket reached its lowest point; MER, instant of maximal external rotation of the shoulder; BI, ball impact. * The highest significant relationships between segmental angular momentums and ball velocity (i.e. $r > 0.70$ and $p < 0.001$).
speeds from players with the lowest ball speeds. In the same way, Chow et al. (2009) reported that right-handed advanced players had significantly greater left lateral flexion than the advanced intermediate players during the tennis serve. As a consequence, to maximize ball velocity, players would benefit from a coaching of the anteroposterior rotation of the trunk. First, the positive trunk angular momentum about the anteroposterior axis increases the downward rotation of the racket during the back loop. Then, the negative trunk angular momentum about the same axis elevates the dominant shoulder and lowers the opposite arm and therefore allows the player to reach a higher impact height. Moreover, it is well known that the distance over which racket speed can be developed is critical in producing explosive strokes (Elliott, 2003). Finally, Elliott (2006) suggested that the anteroposterior rotation of the trunk enables internal rotation of the upper arm at the shoulder to play an important role in the serve action.

**Relationships between angular momentum of the upper arm and ball velocity**

The transverse axis angular momentum of the upper arm was significantly correlated to ball velocity for the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI phases, whereas the anteroposterior component was in the last two phases (RLP–MER and MER–BI). These results are in accordance with previous findings that showed a contribution of 6.4–12.9% of the transverse and anteroposterior rotations of the upper arm to the speed of the racket in the final part of the serve (Elliott et al., 1995; Gordon & Dapena, 2006; Tanabe and Ito, 2007). Moreover, Cohen et al. (1994) found a significant correlation between increased dominant shoulder flexion and serve velocity in competitive tennis players. In baseball, it has been reported that improper shoulder abduction was correlated to lower ball velocity (Matsuo et al., 2002). Transverse and anteroposterior upper arm rotations are important factors to increase ball velocity by influencing forward linear velocity of the elbow. In addition, transverse and anteroposterior upper arm rotations participate in elevating the shoulder until a ‘fixed position’ in space. Once the shoulder becomes fixed in space, the segments of the upper limb are free to rotate about the shoulder joint with an increase of angular velocity over time (Elliott et al., 1986; Bahamonde, 2000).

**Relationships between angular momentum of the forearm and ball velocity**

The transverse axis angular momentum of the forearm was significantly correlated to ball velocity in all four phases of the serve. The larger elbow extension angular velocity (1510 ± 310°s) for professional tennis players (Fleisig et al., 2003) than for amateur players (1230 ± 180°s) (Elliott et al., 1995) reflects the importance of that segmental rotation. Indeed, a greater angular momentum of the forearm about the transverse axis increases the forward linear velocity of the wrist and is thus important for accelerating the racket and, therefore, the ball. Relationships between serve velocity and elbow extension torque production in tennis players also have been reported (Ellenbecker, 1991; Cohen et al., 1994). As mentioned by Gordon and Dapena (2006), after approximately RLP, there is a rapid increase in the contribution of elbow extension to the speed of the racket. Before BI, the contribution of elbow extension to racket speed has been reported to be quite large (13.5 ± 3.6 m/s) in intercollegiate tennis players. Tanabe and Ito (2007) reported a small contribution (3.2 ± 6.0%) for the elbow extension to horizontal racket head velocity at BI. Surprisingly, however, Elliott et al. (1995) found that forearm extension played a negative role (-14.4%) in the forward velocity of the centre of the racket at impact. These discrepancies appear to be the results of differences in the level of players tested and in the
method used to evaluate contributions of segmental rotations to racket speed in the tennis serve, as explained by Gordon and Dapena (2006). Indeed, Elliott et al. (1995) and Tanabe and Ito (2007) identified the contributions of segment rotations to the speed of the racket head at the instant of impact, while Gordon and Dapena (2006) examined these contributions to the velocity of the racket through the total duration of the tennis serve. In this study, we investigated the relationships between the changes of segmental angular momentums and ball velocity through all the phases of the serve.

Relationships between angular momentum of hand-racket and ball velocity

The transverse axis angular momentum of the hand-racket was significantly correlated to ball velocity for the BT–MEF, RLP–MER, and MER–BI. These results highlight the main influence of hand-racket rotation in the development of ball velocity. During the early backswing (BT–MEF), it has been shown that one of the main contributors to the racket speed is wrist extension (Gordon & Dapena, 2006). Our findings are in accordance with those reported in previous studies: between RLP and BI, the contribution of wrist flexion increased up to 26–31.7% of the racket speed before impact (Sprigings et al., 1994; Elliott et al., 1995; Gordon & Dapena, 2006; Tanabe & Ito, 2007). One study even observed a contribution of 51–75% for the hand rotation to the final velocity of the racket (Van Gheluwe & Hebbelinck, 1985). The transverse hand rotation is very important for ball velocity at the end of the forward swing since wrist flexion allows the players to increase the angular velocity of their racket from 1432.5 to 1570°/s just before impact (Elliott & Wood, 1983).

Proximal-to-distal segmental sequencing and temporal key phases of the serve

In sport movements, proximal-to-distal sequencing has been illustrated by examining the linear speeds of segment end-points, joint angular velocities, segment angular velocities, or resultant joint moments (Putnam, 1993). By investigating the strongest significant correlations between the segmental angular momentums and ball velocity, our findings confirm the importance of proximal-to-distal sequencing about the transverse axis (Table III) reported in the literature for throwing skills (Putnam, 1993) and for the two-dimensional analysis of the tennis serve (Elliott et al., 1986). This proximal-to-distal sequence between MEF and BI allows the player to transfer angular momentum from the trunk (MEF–RLP and RLP–MER) to the hand-racket (MER–BI phase) by flowing through the upper arm (RLP–MER) and the forearm (RLP–MER and MER–BI). Since sequence of segmental rotation about the transverse axis appears to be crucial for developing high ball velocity, players should mainly focus on increasing angular momentum of the trunk from MEF to MER, upper arm from RLP to MER, forearm from RLP to BI, and the hand-racket from MER to BI. Coaches and players should consider both the magnitude and timing of segmental angular momentum for increasing ball velocity.

Conclusion

The purposes of this study were (1) to define the relationships between upper body segmental angular momentum and ball velocity in professional tennis players, and (2) to identify the key temporal phases during which these relationships are particularly strong. Significant correlations were found between mean angular momentum of the trunk and ball velocity about the transverse and anteroposterior axes for the MEF–RLP, RLP–MER, and MER–BI phases. These results underline positive influence of trunk rotations to producing
high ball velocities. The strongest significant relationships between segmental angular momentums about the transverse axis and ball velocity followed a proximal-to-distal timing sequence: in the MEF–RLP and RLP–MER phases for the trunk, in the RLP–MER phase for the upper arm, in the RLP–MER and MER–BI phases for the forearm, and in the MER–BI phase for the hand-racket. By identifying and highlighting the key temporal phases in terms of angular momentum–ball velocity relationship, the current study should help coaches to improve the serve performance of their players.

The serve in tennis can be seen as a complex coordinated movement that involves the development and the transfer of angular momentum to reach high ball velocity. Further research on tennis serve is needed to quantify and investigate the relationships between segmental angular momentum transfer and ball velocity.
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